
Well, you can tell spring is in the air. While the frenetic bird activity  has not quite hit a peak yet, 

there are plenty of indications spring is around the corner. Over the past week, some of our local 

mammals have started to emerge in larger numbers. On dusk, wombats can be seen coming out of the 

coastal bush to feed, echidna have been sighted moving about, and the Eastern Grey Kangaroo mob ap-

pears to have sprung into life and becoming more present in their favoured haunts. On the bird 

front, the Eastern Rosellas have begun investigating the nesting boxes in the creek line, the local hon-

eyeaters are becoming much more active and territorial, the male Superb Fairy-wrens have coloured up in 

their blue livery … and my old mate, Darcy the Australian Magpie, has begun swooping me!! The 

numbers are down on last year, but there are still a few Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos wandering 

through The Cape on occasions—absolutely stunning birds. While we all love to see the positive 

sides of nature, sometimes we come face to face with the downside, and these past couple of weeks 

we have seen the effect bad weather can have on small seabirds in the wild Bass Strait, and the devas-

tating impact mange can have on our wombats.  

Mammals on the move, the mite(y) mange … 
and a few ‘beach wrecks’ 
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Mammals on the move ... 
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We have all the iconic Australian mammals in residence at 
The Cape: Short-beaked Echidna, Bare-nosed Wombat, Eastern 
Grey Kangaroo and the more secretive Koala (which we are 
working on to provide more safe habitat with Project KO-
ALA). These adorable animals are starting to emerge and 
wander around the estate after the cool of winter, so please 
be careful when driving around The Cape and keep at a  
slow speed and remain alert. 

This beautiful young Short-beaked Echidna (pictured left), was 
seen on an exploratory trip yesterday. He was first spotted 
by Helen and Ian wandering along their back fence (Ian 
thought at first his Blundstone workboots had got a mind 
of their own and started walking off by themselves!!). Off 
the echidna sauntered down the hill, over the main thor-
oughfare, Sunlight Blvd, into Jane and Martins garden, in-
cluding a sneak around their frog pond, finally crossing 
Moonshadow Ave before disappearing into our garden.  

The Bare-nosed Wombats are starting to emerge from the 
coastal bush and feeding in the open grassy areas—the best 
time to see them is on dusk. Although they can be seen this 
time of year during the day, it is possible the wombat is 
suffering from mange, so keep an eye out for this condition 
which is prevalent in the area. See the separate article on 
mange in wombats on Page 3. 

The Eastern Grey Kangaroos are building in numbers and 
spreading out around the estate to feed on the fresh grass 
as the weather warms. They do wander the streets from 
around 5.00PM until sunrise, so again please be mindful of 
their presence, give way to them and drive slowly. They are 
generally seen in good numbers resting at Green Beach on the 
south west side of the central wetland during daylight hours 
where they can be seen safely from Mary’s Circuit track. 

Above: An inquisitive small mob of Kangaroos checking me out as I was on my way 

home from a 1-hour photography stroll in the south east sector of The Cape last 

evening. The kangaroos use this area as a lay-up/rest area during the day and emerge 

as the sun lowers to feed on the open grassy spaces around the estate. 

Above: “Mr B” - a Bare-nosed Wombat -

resides in the south east sector of The 

Cape as well, and is currently undergoing 

treatment for mange. 



Beach Wrecks ... 
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Several residents alerted me to the sighting of several small dead seabirds on both First and Second Surf Beach last week. (Thank 

you to Jo, Graeme, Ian, Helen, Robyn, Jim, Mel and Rob). The birds have been identified as the Common Diving Petrel. This bird is 

described as a “very small, dumpy … petrel with stubby wings”. They spend much of their time on the sea surface where their profile 

looks similar to a tiny penguin. They weigh in at about 150g and have distinguishing cobalt blue legs and feet. It is a common 

breeder on islands off Victoria and Tasmania and is known to ‘beach wreck’ in large numbers. I am not sure of the reasons but  the 

most obvious would have to do with wild sea conditions. Thanks to Rob and Mel for these photos of the bird to give you an idea 

of its identity and size. 

I have written several times about the plight of our wombats and mange, 

which is a serious health condition thought to be caused by mites 

which can lead to a painful death if the animal is not treated. If you see 

a wombat feeding and looking docile during daylight hours, try and 

verify if the animal has mange—the most obvious is significant hair 

loss along the sides, legs and face of the animal. If treated early 

enough, the animal can be cured of the condition by the permitted 

application of a registered chemical liquid issued through an authorised  

organisation, Mange Management. 

We currently have two wombats being treated in The Cape at the mo-

ment: “Mr B” (bottom left) in the south east sector who has had five 

applications of the Cydectin treatment; and “Ridgie” (top left) who has 

been hanging around the ancient sand dune ridge in the south west 

sector, who we hope has received one dose, with more to come. Ridgie 

appears to be in worse condition than Mr B. 

Cydectin is applied either through a flap over a known burrow that is 

active or, if you can get close enough, by direct application with a pole 

and scoop. 

If you see a wombat with suspected mange, it would be great if you 

could take a photo and please report it to Mange Management and 

they will be able to instigate treatment action. Phone: 0431 600 125 

Manage Management provide treatment packs with flaps and Cydectin 

free of charge and as a small voluntary, not for profit organisation, 

appreciate any financial donation you could give to help their efforts to 

save these iconic Australian animals from a painful demise. To donate, 

go to: https://mangemanagement.org.au/  

The mite(y) mange ... 



More antics of  the Eastern Greys ... 
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Last issue I wrote about an interesting encounter with a lovely male Kangaroo. A couple of evenings ago, I watched a male and fe-

male go about some “courting” business—I am not sure if the female was interested, but the male certainly showed signs of want-

ing a bit! The life of a female kangaroo must be very tiring: she may have to put up with advances of several males (even though he 

may not be the boss); look after a joey who is still hanging about; house and feed a joey that is still in the pouch; with possibly an-

other pregnancy on the go … and the bloke still wants more! At least this guy was trying to be charming! 

1. They held hands ... 

3. They had a quick cuddle ... 

2. They danced a bit ... 

4. And she said ... that’s enough! 

Another courtship (more like 

mating) behaviour that you 

sometimes see around dusk as 

the animals get active is a male 

Kangaroo (usually the bigger 

animal) following a female 

around while grazing and grab-

bing/stroking her tail  to ascer-

tain whether she is receptive to 

his advances. Sometimes this 

behaviour attracts the interest 

of other males nearby and I 

have seen instances where 

there are numerous/many 

males after the one female!! 



Feature bird for this issue … the Grey Butcherbird 
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With lockdown and restrictions in place, going too far afield to photograph is limited, so I always have the camera at the ready for 

any interesting things that might pop up in the home garden. A pair of Grey Butcherbirds has kept me entertained this past week. I have 

written this previously, but there is something quite special about waking up to the calls of the Grey Butcherbird, especially when a pair 

are about. Their call includes “melodious phrases, brisk rising and falling notes and throaty warbles”.  The pair appear to be an adult female and 

immature female. They work in tandem as they search the garden and streetscapes for food with that amazing focus and beak.  

The immature bird is identified by the soft brown-grey 

plumage rather than the black and grey-white plumage of 

the adult. I am guessing the immature bird is about a year 

or so old because of the grey base to the bill (it is all black 

as a juvenile). Females have a white patch (loral spot) 

about the eye which is more rounded in the male. 



Eastern Rosellas and the nesting boxes ... 
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The Cape Chatter blog is a periodic newsletter produced 

by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can sub-

scribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting  

https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also 

contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the 

ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape. 

All photos shown in Cape Chatter are taken by David 

Hartney unless otherwise credited. 

Feel free to contact David by email or through the website 

to report any nature observations at The Cape.  

capechatter.com 

We are on the cusp of breeding season for the Eastern Rosella and we are much better prepared to get a full season in this year. An-

other nesting box has been installed (thanks Graeme and Rob) in the second most southerly tree stag in the central creek line. That is 

now three we have in place along the creek. An Eastern Rosella pair have been showing interest in last years boxes but are yet to take 

one up. So keep your eyes peeled as you walk along the creek on Mary’s Circuit track and let me know if you see any indications the 

birds are nesting as we are keeping a record of what happens!  

Above:  Last years photos of the female  Rosella checking out a hollow in one of the tree stags and the pair taking possession of 

their new nesting box manufactured on site by resident Graeme McAlpine from recycled, off cut timber from home building 

sites at The Cape. 

https://capechatter.com

